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LCG Grid Deployment Board Meeting 

 
 

Meeting Summary 
 

June 7 GDB meeting @CERN  

Introduction (Kors Bos) 
A plan was presented again to move from SL3 to SL4 but again it turned out to be 
difficult to get firm statements that gLite3.0 would be tested and working on the new OS. 
Many sites want to move because newly purchased hardware is not supported under SL3 
any more.  There is the extra complexity of 32- or 64-bits mode. Some initial tests have 
been done to port gLite3.0 software to SL4 with varying success. Several sites have 
already started on workarounds as they need to upgrade due to the shared nature of their 
resources. Someone from Ian Bird’s group is now invited to present a plan at the next 
GDB on when to change.  

SRM v2.2 (Maarten Litmaath) 
Maarten reported on the Storage Interface workshop at Fermilab where new storage 
classes were defined that should better fit the data classes of the experiments. The new 
interface was discussed in detail. Specifically the srmLs command is one of the services 
that CMS needed very much and which primarily justified their need for a VOBox. CMS 
was asked to confirm that the current definition satisfies their requirement and may 
enlighten their need for a VOBox.  Maarten warned for possible performance problems 
with srmLs and very big datasets. It was decided to form a small focussed group of 
people from T1 centres to discuss what these new data classes and the SRM v2.2 
interface means for their centres. A report is expected at the next GDB. 

Resource usage metering (John Gordon) 
A resource usage metering policy document was presented describing a way to meter the 
usage of the WLCG resources by VOMS attributes including the user’s name. Guided by 
a statement from the German legal advisors a scheme was presented by which only a 
limited number of people can trace back the name of an individual user. The people that 
can do so will be well defined and have to sign a policy document describing what they 
can and can not do with this information. 

Sites are asked to study this policy document and come forward with issues and 
comments. The experiments are asked to study the same document and say if they agree 
that what is in the document is indeed what they need and if the privacy issue poses any 
problems to them.  

Storage usage metering (John Gordon) 
A scheme was presented for metering the reservation and usage of storage space at the 
sites by the experiments. The scheme recognises two stages: planning (3-6 months ahead) 
and reservation (1 month ahead). The planning allows the sites to purchase the storage 
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hardware in a timely manner. The reservation really provides dedicated storage space for 
a VO not to be shared with others. Reserved space is what is accounted for because it 
cannot be used for anything else. The metering of the actual usage of the reserved space 
is to help the experiments to improve their further planning and reservation. The 
experiments are asked to say if this model fulfils their needs. A simple web form for 
planning and reservation could be provided. For the metering of the usage of the reserved 
space tools must be provided and the information system could be used for publication. 
Based on the reactions he gets, John will propose a plan and milestones to implement this 
at the next GDB. 

gLite 3.0 roll-out  (Markus Schulz)  
Markus presented all that was involved in the preparation and roll-out of the new 
middleware: an honest record on what worked and what didn’t and a plan on how to 
improve. Also the complications of preparing the next release for SL4 were presented as 
well as some ideas on how to proceed like the choice for SL4 but in 32-bit mode only 
initially. This means a 20% performance penalty but  with a chance to deliver a working 
solution earlier. 

VOBoxes (Charles A.  Loomis)  
Cal presented a prioritised list of services that would be needed to make the VOBoxes 
superfluous or at least less critical.  Class-2 services are critical but a major obstacle for 
many sites to support. Class-1 are services that don’t need to be in the same domain as 
the worker nodes and allow for a model of VOBoxes at some places but not necessarily at 
all sites. There are only 2 services that make a VOBox class-2: software packaging (for 
ALICE) and srmls (for CMS). The first one can relatively easily be provided as a general 
service and the point is to be brought to the attention of the EGEE TCG, the second one 
is the SRM v2.0 definition but it has to be verified if this is sufficient for CMS. For the 
other services a person or a group has been identified to investigate each in more detail 
and provide a planning summary (to take the areas forward) for the next meeting.  KB is 
going to summarize these conclusions and communicate them by email. 

Tier-1 to Tier-2 relationships (Experiments)  
The experiments presented initial plans for connections between Tier-2 and Tier-1 sites. 
These are first iterations and many things may still change over the next 12 months.. 
There is a need for more detailed analysis.  
 
Not everything that was presented during the meeting is listed here. For a more complete 
report the official minutes should be consulted. They will be on the agenda page soon. 


